Overview of Emsaedd, Libya-Egypt Border Crossing Facility: 26 March 2011 - 11:08 AM Local Time

ANALYSIS SUMMARY: Based on a rapid assessment of satellite imagery recorded (26 March 2011 - 11:08 am local time) there are multiple groups of people and vehicles visible within the Egyptian border crossing facility near Emsaedd. Several vehicles are visible transiting into Libya from Egypt, with little additional activity visible within the adjoining Libyan facility. This report is part of an on-going satellite monitoring program of UNITAR/UNOSAT of the Libyan crisis and will be updated based on new satellite imagery tasking. Please send feedback to contact information below.
The above map details the border crossing facility on the Egyptian side.
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The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names and related data shown here are not warranted to be error-free nor do they imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. UNOSAT is a program of the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR), providing satellite imagery and related geographic information, research and analysis to UN humanitarian & development agencies & their implementing partners.